
The Essential Guide  
To Choosing Your  

Wedding Ring

Jewellery

Your wedding ring  
is one of the most  
important pieces of 
jewellery you will  
ever wear. 

When it comes to  
choosing your wedding 
ring, the range is  
endless. Whether  
you’re buying your ring 
or making it yourself, 
our quick reference 
guide will help you 
choose the perfect  
style for you.



When it comes to choosing your wedding ring, it’s important to know the difference between each 
of the metals available, and their benefits and drawbacks.

Palladium is similar in appearance to platinum and 
has been used as a precious metal since 1939. 

Palladium is part of the platinum family of precious 
white metals but it’s softer than platinum and more 
affordable. Its natural silvery-white colour means  
it doesn’t need to be plated. It’s hypoallergenic,  
so perfect if you have sensitive skin or allergies.

Palladium 500 is 50% palladium and a 50% alloy 
of other metals, which are usually silver and/or 
copper. 

Shop our range of Australian made palladium 500 
wedding rings here.

 
Palladium

Platinum is a naturally white metal and purer  
than all other metals. It will stay a permanent  
white colour and won’t tarnish. This means it 
doesn’t need to be plated and requires very  
little maintenance.

Platinum is the hardest precious metal and is  
hypoallergenic, and more durable than any other 
metal. It’s denser than gold and twice as dense as 
silver, so it can be quite heavy but this is a good 
quality, especially for men. 

Despite its durability, it will wear over time and can 
scratch if it comes into contact with stronger  
materials, such as diamonds or steel. Platinum 
950 is 95% platinum and 5% alloy. Platinum 600 
is 60% platinum and 40% alloy. 

Shop our range of Australian made platinum  
wedding rings here.

 
Platinum

Choosing Your Metal
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The most popular metal of all time, gold has been 
used to make jewellery for thousands of years.  
It’s the traditional choice for wedding rings.  
As pure gold (24-carat) is very soft, it’s rarely used 
alone and other metals are added to increase its 
strength. 

Our Australian-made wedding rings are made 
from 9ct (375) gold, which is 37.5% parts gold 
and 62.5% an alloy of other metals or 18ct (750) 
gold, which is 75% gold and 25% other metals.  
These rings are available in yellow, white and  
rose gold.

See our Gold Carat Quick Reference Guide for 
more detailed information on gold carats, and 
which countries use each carat.

Some of our vintage and antique pieces of  
jewellery are 14ct and 15ct gold. Shop for  
them here.

 
Gold

Sterling silver is a quality metal with a beautiful 
finish. Sterling silver pieces are stamped with 925, 
which shows they are 92.5% silver. The remaining 
7.5% is copper.  

Sterling silver is slightly harder than pure silver and 
ideal for making many different types of jewellery 
and silverware.

While we don’t have pre-made wedding rings 
available in sterling silver, you can choose to make 
your own wedding rings from sterling silver in one 
of our workshops. The sterling silver is included in 
the cost of the workshop. 

Find out more about our Make Your Own Wedding 
Ring Workshops. 

 
Sterling Silver
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If you’re looking for an affordable metal that’s 
tough and resilient, then titanium is a great choice. 
Its darker silver-grey colour makes it perfect for 
men’s rings. 

If you have sensitive skin, titanium is a good  
option because it’s hypoallergenic. It’s also very 
light and doesn’t bend, so is less likely to be  
damaged. Titanium rings can’t be resized due  
to their strength.

Our range of Australian-made wedding rings are 
all available in Titanium, email us for a price.  
bec@podjewellery.com.au

 
Titanium
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The court shaped wedding ring is the most  
traditional shape for a wedding band and is  
also known as a comfort fit. This ring is rounded 
on the inside and outside, making it the most 
comfortable to wear.  

It’s a unisex design and available in a variety of 
different thicknesses and widths. Bands that are 
curved on the inside are referred to as comfort fit. 

Shop for wedding rings or learn more about  
making your own wedding rings.

 
Court Shaped or Comfort Fit Ring

Wedding rings come in many different shapes. These are our most popular profiles:

D-shaped wedding rings are flat on the inside and 
curved on the outside. These are also known as 
half round. This design works well when the  
wedding band is worn next to an engagement 
ring. This ring is also available in a range of widths 
and dome heights.

Shop for wedding rings or learn more about  
making your own wedding rings.

 
Half Round or D Shaped Ring

Deciding On Your  
Wedding Ring Profile
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Flat or Rectangle Ring

Bevelled Wedding Rings are rectangle wedding 
rings that have cut off angled edges. This ring is  
a popular alternative to the flat or rectangle ring. 

As with flat wedding rings, you can also request  
a comfort fit on the inside of this ring.

Shop for wedding rings or learn more about  
making your own wedding rings.

 
Bevelled-Edge Ring

Flat wedding bands are completely rectangle  
and are very popular because of their clean,  
contemporary finish. This shape is popular with 
both men and women.

You can also choose to have a flat wedding band 
with a comfort fit (rounded on the inside).

Shop for wedding rings or learn more about  
making your own wedding rings.
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https://podjewellery.com.au/collections/diamond-set-wedding-rings

Engagement rings can come in fancy shapes  
or with large centre stones, so you might need  
a shaped wedding ring with a curve on the top  
to fit around the engagement ring comfortably.  
The exact shape you choose will depend on the 
style of your engagement ring.

Custom designed engagement rings often have 
unique shapes and need a wedding ring that  
has been especially made to fit around the  
engagement ring. 

Learn more about making your own wedding ring 
shaped to fit around your engagement ring.

 
Shaped, Wrapped or Fitted Rings

Diamonds and gemstones can be set into almost 
any wedding ring. Diamond set wedding rings can 
be worn by women or men and add a touch of 
sparkle to the finger. Diamonds can be set around 
the entire ring or just across the top. 

If you decide to make your own wedding ring, we 
can help source the diamonds or gemstones for 
you and have them set by a professional stone 
setter. Here’s an example of a wedding ring made 
by a bride and then professionally set. 

At the end of the day, choosing your wedding ring 
comes down to personal preference. It’s about 
what looks right and feels comfortable on you.

Shop for diamond-set wedding rings or learn 
more about making your own wedding rings.

 
Diamond or Gemstone Set Wedding Rings
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Personalising Your  
Wedding Ring

Making your own wedding rings is an incredibly 
special experience and you can do it in just one day.  

Wedding rings can be made from silver, 9ct or 
18ct yellow, white or rose gold and platinum 950.  

You can make a plain wedding band or a ring to fit 
around your engagement ring and even have it set 
with diamonds or other gemstones.  

And you don’t need to be creative or good with 
your hands, you’ll be guided every-step-of-the-way.  

Find out more about our Make Your Own Ring 
Workshops.

Laser engraving technology means we can now 
scan and laser engrave just about anything onto 
the inside or outside of your wedding ring.  
Engraving your partner’s fingerprint onto your  
wedding ring, adds a unique personal touch.

 
Make Your Own Wedding Ring

 
Fingerprint Engraving

Engraving your wedding date, your partner’s name 
or a personal message inside your wedding rings 
is still very popular. You can now also have a  
message from your partner engraved into your the 
ring in their handwriting, thanks to laser engraving.

 
Engrave a Name, Date or Message 
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We hope you enjoyed our Essential Guide to Choosing Your Wedding Ring. 

Pod Jewellery is based in Kyneton, Victoria. We sell a range of Australian-made wedding rings, run 
Make Your Own Wedding Ring Workshops and we’re a licensed second-hand jewellery dealer. 

Our Make Your Own Wedding Ring Workshops take just one day.  
All tools and equipment are included and no previous experience is necessary.

To find out more go to podjewellery.com.au
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